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The Kavli Foundation is dedicated to advancing science for the benefit of humanity, promoting public understanding of scientific research, and supporting scientists and their work.
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Priority Platforms
Content Strategy: Vision

You have to be willing to fund science without knowledge of the benefits.

Fred Kavli (1927–2013)

I believe in the long-range benefit of basic research.

Fred Kavli
Content Strategy: Humor

Sweat doesn't just cool us down (and stain our shirts), it also contains chemicals that can indicate stress, dehydration, diabetes, gout, and how the body is responding to medication. If only a sensitive wearable sensor could help us analyze it - oh look! kavlifoundation.org/kavli-news/new...
Content Strategy: Networking

The Kavli Prize @KavlirPrize - May 22

Nanoscience is the broadest of the fields we celebrate, spanning materials science, chemistry, quantum science, condensed-matter physics, molecular biology, optics, just to name a few!

Dr. Suze Kundu @FunSizeSuze

Replying to @Kavlifoundation @KavlirPrize and 9 others

You guys!

Mete Atature @MeteAtature

Replying to @Kavlifoundation @KavlirPrize and 9 others

😀🌞

3:26 PM · May 22, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

4 Likes

We’re macro fans of nanoscale science. Some of our nano heroes: @preshill @medickinson @MeteAtature @compoundchem @francesarnold @stuartcantrill @SuperScienceGrl @FunSizeSuze @sarah_reisman @NeilWithers

10:12 AM · May 22, 2020 · Twitter Web App

6 Likes
Content Strategy: Networking

As a boy, Fred Kavli was fascinated by auroras, and today they glow above the South Pole Telescope, where researchers from the Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics @UChicago uncover the secrets of the universe. Dr. Daniel Michalik, @NSF @NSF_OPP U.S. Antarctic Program

The official Twitter feed of the University of Chicago, run by news.uchicago.edu Accessibility questions? Email social-media@uchicago.edu.

The Kavli Foundation @KavliFoundation - 9m
Wendy Freedman from the Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics at @UChicago explains new results for the elusive Hubble constant—the rate at which our universe is expanding.

Caution: this might cause your mind to expand along with the universe.

The Hubble Constant measurement mystery: Profes...
A new measure of Hubble constant adds to mystery about universe's expansion rate Red giants — In a ...

@youtube.com
Content Strategy: Campaigns

• Both existing and custom
  • Brain Awareness Week – Dana Foundation
  • Quantum Week
Engagement Strategy

It’s easy to get wrapped up in your content strategy and editorial calendar, but don’t forget about the other half of social media: engagement.

Budget time to share and comment on relevant content.

*Be the social media user you wish to see in the world.*
Contact

Katie McKissick
Digital Engagement Manager
kmckissick@kavlifoundation.org